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Do you want to keep track of the transactions per product?
Then you need the handy Product Cards module.
TEAM

FOR WHOM?

For everyone who wants
to keep better track of
product transactions.

Do you want to know, product by product, what you have sold and when? Or what your
opening stock was, and what cost price adjustments have taken place? The Product Cards
module offers you historical overviews of the transactions per product, in chronological
order and sorted by transaction type. Nothing will escape your attention.

to the
* Extension
Sales Order Processing I,
POP I or Stock Control
modules.

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

TRANSACTION TYPES

Inspect historical product transactions
quickly on screen and print them. See
all product transactions in a single overview, sorted in chronological order
and displayed per transaction type. This
means that, for each product, you know
exactly what was sold when, what the
opening stock was and what cost price
adjustments have taken place.

You can specify which types of transaction
(Sales, Purchase or Stock) are to be
displayed in your reports and how the
transactions are to be sorted. Select
sorts by product code and by day book
page, and the transaction types will be
subdivided into sales, purchase and stock
products.
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ADVANTAGES

Detailed insight into your
product transactions because
you can quickly inspect
and print historic product
transactions.
Flexible filter facilities
within the product transactions; for example, you
can quickly retrieve all the
deliveries of a selected
product for a specific
customer.

Do you want to print your product transactions in a report? No problem. With the
Product Cards module, you decide which transaction types are to appear in your report
and how the transactions are to be sorted. You can also decide whether your report is
to cover multiple products or product groups. This allows you to draw up and print
highly detailed overviews of your product transactions.

FAST SEARCHING

DETAILED PRODUCT CARD

Let AccountView create a line on the
product card for each product transaction. You can use the information
on the card – the day book, the period,
the customer or supplier and the order
number, for example – to quickly look
up the purchase or sales order. This
makes it easy to check the origin of
product transactions.

Use the product to get a detailed overview of all your product transactions.
YOUR OWN REPORTS

Print overviews for several products or
product groups in order of product
code, invoice/reference number or day
book page.
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Various types of transaction, including sales,
purchases, stock transactions,
assembly, stock revaluations,
inter-warehouse transfers,
receipts and deliveries.

